ABA NOVA 9 MM ALUZINK S20, STAINLESS S40(W4) AND ACID RESISTANT S50(W5)

The highly versatile ABA Nova clamp is an ideal choice for smaller dimensions of hoses. The base of the housing is cut back and the internal tolerances are very close: a few hundredths of a millimetre. Available for a wide range of hose dimensions, it retains its roundness and sealing qualities even on the smallest of hoses.

ABA Nova Stainless-S40(W4) – All parts are made of SS 2333/AISI 304 Stainless Steel
ABA Nova Acid Resistant-S50(W5) – All parts are made of SS 2343/AISI 316 Stainless Steel

ABA SAFE™ 12 MM ALUZINK S20 AND STAINLESS S40 (W4)

ABA Safe™ utilizes the flexibility of the hose (rubber) and protects soft hoses against damage. The profile beads increase the clamp pressure locally, which means the clamp can also be used for plastic piping that is relatively resistant to deformation. ABA Original clamp provides the clamping force needed for an effective joint.

ABA Safe™ Standard-S20 – See ABA Original 12 mm Standard
ABA Safe™ Stainless-S40(W4) – See ABA Original 12 mm SS 2333/AISI 304 Stainless

In both versions the inner ring is made of cold rolled steel SS 2331/AISI 301